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Introduction. In this paper, we shall show that we can characterize the
Fourier-Laplace image of a class of distributions with a certain decreasing
condition at oo by a class of entire functions with a corresponding increasing
condition along the imaginary axis. Many results in this concern have been
obtained. Paley-Wiener [2]-Schwartz [3] shows that the Fourier transform of
a distribution which vanishes identically at °° is equal to a function, which can
be extended to an entire function of exponential type.
More generally, Schwartz [3] shows that the Fourier-Laplace image of a
class of ditributions which decrease exponentially with some exponent is a class
of holomorphic functions which are analytic in a corresponding strip domain
along the real axis, (see Proposition 3.4. in this paper.)
Here, we use the term "the Fourier-Laplace transform" in the sense of Schwartz.
Precisely, the Fourier-Laplace transform F
u
{ξ-\-iή) of a distribution u{x) is
defined by the Fourier transform of eηxu(x) when the distribution evxu(x) belongs
to S'.
On the other hand, GeΓfand-Shilov [1] shows the following. Let ρ(x) be
a function with a certain increasing condition, which is similar to that in this
paper. The Fourier image of a class of C°°-functions, any element of which
can be estimated by Cexp ( — p((l ±8)x) together with its derivatives, coin-
cides with the class of entire functions F(ξ-\-iη)> which satisfies the estimate
\(ξ + iv)kF(ξ + iv)\ ^C*exp (ρ*(v)) for all k, where p*{η) is the dual function of
ρ(x) in the sense of Young.
In this paper, we treat this problem in cS'-category, and get some results
analogous to those results in [1].
Let p(x) be a certain function with decreasing conditions which will be mentioned
in the next section.
We consider a class Sp' of distributions, which consists of all distributions of
the type e~κx:>v, where v is an element of S'.
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Now, our result is, roughly speaking, that the Fourier-Laplace image of SP'
is nearly equal to the class of entire functions F{ζ)—F{ξJriy) which satisfies the
estimate
for an integer N (see Theorems in 4.).
In § 5 we treat the case of several variables.
And in the last section, some examples of p(x) which satisfies conditions
i)~iv) are considered.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor H. Tanabe for his
continous encouragement and apt advice for the present paper.
2. The function p(x) and the dual function p*(v)
In this paper, we denote by ρ(x) a function which satisfies the next con-
ditions i)^iv).
i) ρ(x) is a C°°-function on R.
ii) ρ(x) is strictly concave.
iii) P(Λ?)/IΛ?I goes to °° when \x\ tends to oo.
iv) For any integer k^il, there exist some constant Ck and integer Nk
with which we have
I p'k\x) I ^  Ck(ί + I x I )Nk for all x,
where ρck\x) denotes the &-th derivative of ρ(x).
The dual function p*(y) of p(x) in the sense of Young is defined by p*(y)=
Max (— p(x) + yx — °o<#<oo).
From the assumptions and the definition of p*, we have
Lemma 1.1. 1) For any η there exists only one x=x(η) which satisfies
p*(v)= — p(χ) + vχ.
2) The function x(v) is a continuous and concave function which increases strictly
in η.
3) We have the dual formula
p(x) = Max(— p*(y) + xy; — oo<τ7<oo)
and for any η there exists only one ?7—T?(Λ:) which satisfies
4) p * ( ^ ) / 1 y I goes to oo as \y\ tends to
Proof. 1) Since x(y) is the solution of the equation —ρ'(x) + y=0, the
conclusions of 1) and 2) are obvious by using ii) and iii). By the definition of
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P*(v), we have p*(v)2^ — p(x) + V% for any η and x. Thus, we have p(x)^
— p*(v) + xv- On the contrary, when we set η — ρ'(x), which is the inverse
function of x(v)y we have p(x)= — p*(v)-\-xy. Hence we have 3).
Now, we are going to prove 4).
If we have a constant M and a sequence {ηj\ j=l, 2, •••} such that ηj goes to
oo as j tends to oo, and p*(Vj)IVj<M9 then we have, by definition,
— p(x) + xηj < M for all x and j .
But when we set x=x
o
>MJ
r
l, we have the estimate Mηj>(M + l)ηj— ρ(x
o
)y
which contradicts the fact that Vj goes to °o.
3. Spaces Sr'$ S/9 S'P)Γ> and Sp
We denote by S (or S') the space of rapidly decreasing C°°-functions (or
tempered distributions resp.) in the sense of Schwartz.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Γ be an open interval in R and p(x) be a function as
in §2. We define spaces Sp, <SΓ', SP' and S'PtΓ as follows:
Sp = {u(x)
S
Γ
' = {u{x)^Slf{R)\ eχxu{x)ϊΞS' for all λ in Γ}
s; = {u{x)<=gy{R)\ e?^u{x)^s'}
S'PtV= {u(x)egy(R) eλx+κxχx)eS' for a l lλGΓ}
DEFINITION 3.2. (Schwartz [3]) Let u(x) be in S
Γ
\ then we can define
the Fourier transform U
v
(ξ) of evxu(x) for all η in Γ. We shall call U
v
(ξ) the
Fourier-Laplace transform of u.
Proposition 3.3. (Schwartz [3]) A distribution u{x)^<3)'{R) is in S' if and
only if it is a derivative of a continuous function which increases in at most algebraic
order, that is> we can find a bounded continuous function f(x) and integers p, k, with
which we have u(x)=D%((l+x2)kf(x)).
Proposition 3.4. (Schwartz [3]) If u(x) is in S
Γ
\ the Fourier-Laplace
transform of u is a holomorphic function F
u
(ξ-\-iη) in the tubular domain S + iT=
iv V £Ξ Γ} which satisfies
(3, 1) \F
u
(ξ + iη)\^C
v
(l+\ζ + iv\)N* for any v in Γ.
In (3,1), Cr, is a constant and N
v
 is an η integer depending only on which can
be taken uniformly on any compact subset of Γ. Conversely, if a holomorphic
function F(ξ + iη) in B + /Γ satisfies the estimate (3,1), we can find a distribution
u(x) in S
v
\ whose Fourier-Laplace transform coincides with F(ξ
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4. Main results
By the definition, the C°°-function evx~κx:> is in S, hence we have
And we can consider the Fourier-Laplace transform for an element of Sp'.
Moreover, we have the following theorems.
Theorem 4.1. If u is in <5P', the Fourier-Laplace transform of u is an
entire function F
u
(ξ + iv) which satisfies the following condition T-l) .
T-l) There exists an integer N, and for any positive real £, there exists a
constant C8, such that we have the following estimate (4,1) with these N and C s.
(4, 1) I F
u
(ξ + iv) I ^  C f(l + I f + iv I )N«""*•>
where we take + £ {or — 8)ifη>0(orη<0 resp.).
Theorem 4.2. Let F(ζ)=F(ξ + iη) be an entire function which satisfies the
following condition T-2).
T-2) There exist an integer N and a constant C with which we have
(4,2) \F(ζ)\^C(\+\ζ\)Ne<»™.
Then, we can find a distribution u{x) in S?' uniquely, so that the Fourier-Laplace
transform of u is equal to F(ζ).
In general, we cannot take 8=0 in T-l), (see a counter example in the last
section), however we have
Theorem 4.3. If ρ(x) satisfies the following condition v) in addition to
i)~iv):
v) p{x)l\x\pgoes to oo as \x\ tends to oo for somep> 1,
then we can take 8=0 in T - l ) .
Combining the consequences of Theorem 4.1. and 4.2, we have
Theorem 4.4. If u is in <S£
Γ
> then the Fourier-Laplace transform of u is
an entire function F
u
(ξ + iη) which satisfies the following condition T-3).
T-3) There exists an integer N
λ
 for any λ in Γ, and there exists a constant
C
λ
, such that, with these N
λ
 and C
λ
, we have
(4, 3) \F
u
(
Conversely, if an entire function F(ζ) satisfies the above condition T-3), we can find
a distribution u in S'pfΓ whose Fourier-Laplace transform coincides with F(ζ).
Above theorems are all concerned with the ^-category, on the other hand
for the space <5P, we have the following
Theorem 4.5. If u is in Sp, the Fourier-Laplace transform of u is an entire
function F
u
(ξ + iη) having the following property T-4).
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T-4) For any integers N and m> we can take a constant CN m, with which
we have
Conversely, if F(ζ) is entire and satisfies T-4), we can find a function u in Sp
whose Fourier-Laplace transform equals F.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. From Proposition 3.4, F
u
(ζ) is an entire function.
So, we prove the estimate for F
u
. Since evx~κx:> is an element of S for any -ηy
we have
By the definition, eκx^u(x) is in S', hence we have eκx:>u=Dζ((l +x2)kf(x)) where
/ is a bounded continuous function. Thus we have
(4.6) Fjiς+iη) =
 s
,
= \
Using the Leibniz formula
(4. 7) (-D.γe-^e-'e = ±pp,,{pf,/=»0
where Pp t (ru •••, r ; ) is a polynomial in r=(riy •••, r ; ) .
Now we substitute this into (4,6) and we have for η > 1
(4. 8) \F
u
(ξ + iv)\ < Γ Σ C ^ l + * 2 ) * s u p \f(x)\ \ζV
J _oo /=0
) k + n+x2)k+np 'sup \f(x)\
Similarly we have for η < — 1
Before going to the proof of Theorem 4.2 we prepare the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let F(ζ) be an entire function. For any integer v we can find
a function F0(ζ)=^] ^k^ia>kζ so that it satisfies
Λ=0
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F(0) = F0(0), 9 fF(0) = dζF0(ζ), ..-,
where aks are real numbers and ak's are complex constants.
Proof. We take real numbers ak so that we have ajΦak for j φk. Then
we can find ak (k=l, 2, •••, v) which satisfies
1 . 1 , - , 1 \/β.\ / F{ϋ)\
ia0 , *α, , - , ia, B e , = dζF(0)\
j \ 9^(0) /\(*α,)\ (««>, .», (ία
v
) v
since the above matrix is nonsingular. With these ak and ak we have
Proof of Theorem 4.2.
For the entire function F(ζ) we take F0(ζ) as in Lemma 4.5 where we
set v=N+ί. We write the function F0(ζ) as the sum of two functions F0(ζ)
and F1(ζ) = F(ζ)-F0(ζ). F0(ζ) is the Fourier-Laplace transform of uo(x) =
ir+i
2 akh(x— ak), where δ(^) is the Dirac distribution.
Since u
o
(x) has a compact support, it belongs to Sp'. So, for the proof
of this theorem, it is enough to show that F
λ
(ζ) is the Fourier-Laplace
transform of an element of Sp'. From the form of F0(ζ) we have |F0(?)| ^
Cexp Max|akI \Ύl\ for some constant C, so the function F1(ζ) = F(ζ) —
satisfies the same estimate as (4,2)
(4.9) i^d+ήo
for some constant C1 and the same integei N.
And from the definition we have 9jί\(0)=0 for 7=0, 1, 2, —, iV + 1 . Hence if
we set G(ζ)=F1(ζ)lζN+2y G(ζ) is an entire function having the following estimate
(4. 10) \G(ξ + iv)\ ^ C 2 ( l + | £ | ) - V * ^
Now by Proposition 3.4 we can find a distribution u^x) in SR whose Fourier-
Laplace transform is equal to F^ζ). We must show that this distribution u
x
belongs to <5P. To piove this we have only to show that the distribution £
P W
u
λ
(x) can be extended continuously and linearly on <5.
Let φ(x) be an arbitrary test function in 3){R).
2τr
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2π
since we have £"+V'« ' = ( - Z ) J " + V < * ' and £f + V c -*
(p'> •"> pCN+2:>)eκ~x:>D*<p( — x) the above equation is equal to
f \G(ξ)dξ \Mi
where ίV+2,Ar(*Ί> "> Γγ+2) a r e polynomials of (^ Ί, •••, ^ + 2 ) The functions
PN+2fke
PC
~
x:>D*φ( — x) are C°°-functions with compact support, and for G(ζ) we
have the estimate (4,10). Hence, the integrand in the previous integral by
dx dξ is absolutely summable and we can exchange the order of integral. Then
the above integral equals
Now the function G(ζ) is entire and satisfies the estimate (4,10), we can change
the path of integral in dξ from the real line to an arbitrary line, parallel to the
real axis. So, we take the path on the line {ξ + iy( — x)', — °° < ? < ° ° } , where
η(x) is the function in Lemma 1.1. Then the previous integral coincides with
the next integral
dx.
By the definition of η{ — x), we have xη( — x) + p( — x)= — p*(v( — ^ )). So, using
the estimate (4,10), we have
Therefore, we have
Since PN+1k is the polynomial and p
a\x) is estimated by a polynomial, we have
an integer iV0 and a constant Co such that
\PN+IΛP'> -•* P
CN+Ό)\^C
o
(l+xYo for all *.
Finally we have
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I gyie^u^x), φ{x)y3)I ^C sup |(1 +*?)»*+
where C is a constant independent of φ. So, ^ ^ ( a ? ) belongs to <5', i.e. w
x
 is
in S/. As we have proved before that u0 belongs to <SP', u(x)=uo(x)-\-u1(x)
belongs also to Sp'. And the Fourier-Laplace transform of u(x) is equal to
F0(ζ)+F1(ζ)=F(ζ).
This proves Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. To prove this theorem, it is enough to show that
sup {(1 +Λ;2)*g"PW+1JΛ"p*c'ί); — oo < # < oo} can be estimated by a polynomial in η.
First we shall prove this for η>0.
We denote by qk(xy η) the function (1 + Λ 2 ) * β - p c w * " p * ί ' ) .
When Λ;<0, we have 0 < ^ ( Λ : , ??)<(l+^ 2 ) A r ^" P W ^M for some constant M.
And when O^Λ ^ I , we have 0<qk(x, v)^(^+x2)k^2k. Therefore, we must
prove the estimate only when x> 1.
By iii) we have a constant c0 satisfying that ρ(x)>coxp for all x> 1. From this,
we have
-p(x) + vx-p*(v)^-x if x
Thus,
sup ^(Λ:, η)
Max { sup ^ ( * , 97), sup ^(x, 77)}
sup (l+x2)", sup
So, we have a constant CA by which
sup Iqk(x, V) I ^ C f e(l +5?)2*/cί-D w hen y>0.
For 57 <0, it goes very similarly to the case η > 0 . Putting this into (4,8), we
have
iv)\£Σί \ (l+*2)*+"Λ'sup \f(x)\
= Σ Jc/βup I/I l ? ! ' ^ , ^
^Σc/C f t + M ί, / + 1 sup I/1(1 + I ζ \ γ
Proof of Theorem 4.5 is very simple. For, if u(x) is in ιSP, we have
i
v
) = f ePWM(Λ;)e-'>OT
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Thus, we have, for any nonnegative integers N and m
Using the Leibniz formula, we have
where PN 7 is a polynomial of (p'(#), •••, pCN\x)). By iii), PNJ(x) can be esti-
mated by a polynomial of x. Hence, from the fact that (1 + x2)kDι
x
(eκx:>u(x)) is
absolutely summable for any k and /, and the fact that — ρ(x)-\-vxt^P*(v), we
get the estimate (4,4). Conversely if F(ξ-\-iη) is an entire function satisfying
the estimate (4,4), we can define a function u(x) by
u(x) = [ e^+i
where we can take real η arbitrarily.
Now, we must show that this function u belongs to Sp. But this is true,
because we have
«(ep^u(x)) = (1 +x2)k j D?{e
where PN , is a polynomial of (ρ\ •••, p c i V )) that appeared in (4,7). By the as-
sumption iii), we can take an integer N
x
 and a constant Mly with which we have
\PNJ(x)\^M1{\Λ-x2)N^ for all x and / = 1 , 2, •-., JV,
Further, using the fact that (l+x2)eiζx = (l— dfje^*, and integrating by parts,
we get that the previous integral equals
? (Γ+ffii S
= Σ Σ
 {i+'j% \
After putting η=η(χ), which is the function denned in Lemma 1.1, we use the
estimate (4,3). Because of the fact that ρ{x) + p*(η(x))-\-y(x)x=0, we have, for
any integers k and N,
I(1 +^fDξ{e^u{x))I ^ Σ [ f + f f , J ^ + 2 ) M ( 1 + I?IΓ«*£.
This shows that w(x) belongs to <5P.
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5. The case of several variables
In the above sections, we restrected our consideration to the case of one
variable. In this section, we treat the several variable case.
Generic points in the Euclidean space Rn and in the complex dual space
Ξ
n
Ή ' Ξ
n
 will be denoted by x=(xlf x2, •••, xn) and ζ=(ζiy ζz> •••, f») respectively.
And the form of duality x1ζ1 + + xnζn will be denoted by xζ. If p ^ i ) , •••,
ρ
n
(x
n
) are functions satisfying i)^iv) in §2, we denote by p(x) the function
Pi(#iH ϊ-pn(Xn) And we also denote by ρ*(η) the function pt(Vi)-\
+ i°n(77«). By Γ we denote an open convex set in Rn.
Under these notations, results in the n-variable case are all the same as in
the one variable case. Proofs of Theorem 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 hold without any
alteration in the ra-variable case. But, as to Theorem 4.2, we must prepare a
few lemmas related to the technique which was used in the proof of 1-variable
case. We shall prove in the case of n=2.
L e m m a 5.1. If F(ζ19 ζ2) is an entire function of 2 variables which has the
next estimate
(5, 1) \F(ζ19 ζ2)I ^
then, for non-negative integer m, we have
(5,2) 19-/(0, ζ2) I ^ C m ( l + I ζ2
L e m m a 5.2. If an entire function G(ζli ζ2) of 2 variables satisfies the
following estimate
( 5 , 3 ) \ζ?G(ζiy ζ2)I ^ C ( l + | f t | ) ^ i | ( 1 + | ζ 2 \ y
then we have
(5, 4) I G(ζ
u
 ζ2) I ^  C(ί + I ζx I ) ^ " ^ ( 1 + I ζ21 )»,
By using these lemmas, we can prove Theorem 4.2 in the case of 2 variables.
Let F(ζ)=F(ξ1 + iη1, ξ2 + iv2) be an entire function of 2 variables (ζly ζ2)y and
satisfy the next estimate.
(5, 5) I F(ζiy ζ2) I ^ C ( l + I ζx I ) " i ( l + I ζ2 \ )N>e>*™ .
As in Lemma 4.6, we can find a function F0(ζly ξ " 2 ) = Σ ^ίΛ*^1Λ(?2)> s o t n a t ^
Σ
satisfies the following;
F0(0, ζ2) = F(0, Q , - , df^F0(0, Q = 9^+ 1^(0, ζ2).
By Lemma 5.1, 9 ^ ( 0 , ζ2) satisfies (5,2) for all v=0, •••, i V ^ l . Since fk(ζ2) is
a linear combination of F(0, ζ2), •••, dfi+1F(0, ζ2\ it also satisfies (5,2). And,
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from the consequences for 1 variable case,/fe(^2) is the Fourier-Laplace transform
jWΊ + i
of a distribution uk(x2) in SL. Thus, if we set uo(xiy x2)= 2 8 ( ^ — θίk)uk(x2),
we have that u
o
(xiy x2) is in Sp and its Fourier-Laplace transform coincides
with F0(ζiy ζ2). We shall treat Fx{ζ» ζ2)=F(ζl9 ζ2)-F0(ζiy ζ2). Now, we have
9^F(0, f2) = 0, for v = 0, 1, •• ,Λ/r1+l, hence we conclude that G(fx, ζ2) =
F
x
{ζv ζ2)lζ?^2 is entire. From the form of F0(ζ), we have \F0(ζ)\^
C(l4- I ^ D ^ ^ ^ i ' ^ ^ V . So, the function satisfies the estimate (5,5), where C
might be changed, but N is not. By using Lemma 5.2, we have | G(ζly ζ2) | ^
C'(l + I ?i I )~2(1 + I ?21 )ΛΓ2*P'W. Again, we shall carry out the same consideration
about F^ζ) as we have done about F(ζ), and we decompose the function F(ζiy ζ2)
into F^, ζt) + ζ?i+'Gβv ςj + ζϊS'ζ^Gfa, ζ2).
JVχ 1
Here, G0(ζly ζ2) has the form 2 ^iβkζ2gk(ζi), and G^ζΊ, Q is an entire func-
tion which satisfies
I G
x
{ζ
u
 ζ2) I ^ Z)(l + I f, I )"2(1 + I ζ21)"VΊ 'V* Vcv .
Using integration by parts in the same way as in the proof for 1 variable case,
we can prove that ζ^^2ζ22+2G
λ
{ζiy ζ2) is the Fourier-Laplace transform of a
distribution u2(xly x2) in Sp'. On the other hand, the second term ζ?i+2G0(ζly ζ2)
JT2 + 1
is the Fourier-Laplace transform of a distribution u
x
{x
λy X2)=^LJ δ(#2~βk)vk{χi)y
where vk{x^) is in S'Pι. This proves that F{ζ) is the Fourier-Laplace transform
of a distribution u(x)=u
o
(x)-{-u1(x)JrU2(x)y which is in Sp'.
Proof of Lemma 5,1. From Cauchy's integral formula, d™1F(0yζ2) is
represented by the following form
Thus, (5,1) leads (5,2).
Proof of Lemma 5.2. When |f, | 2;1, (5,4) is an obvious consequence of
(5,3). Else, if | ζ1 \< 1, we have
From this we have
I G(ζiy ζ2) I ^  C(l + I ea I ) ^ 2 ^ V for
Therefore, we have (5,4).
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6. Examples and a counter example
In this paragraph, we give some examples of p(x) satisfying the conditions
i)~iv) and the counter example announced in §4.
EXAMPLE 1. p(χ)=-L\χ\p for x>l where p>ί. We can extend this
P
function suitably on the whole line R so that it satisfies the conditions i)~iv).
In this case p(x) also satisfies the condition v) in Theorem 4.3. The dual
function p*(v) is —\v\p* for \v\>h where — + — = 1.
p* p* p
EXAMPLE 2. ρ(x) =\x\log\x\ for | x | > e. Extended suitably on R, this
function satisfies i)~iv), and the dual function is e'171"1 for \η\ >2 .
Now, we give another example of p(x). This will be available in considering
a convolution equation
which concerns the Bose-Einstein equation in statistical mechanics
Γ i ^ π ^ ί = i H ί ) t>0-
EXAMPLE 3. We εet
m(x) = \ —^—eXΎ]dη for x<0 .
Then we have
Lemma 6.1. 1) When #>0, m(x) is a strictly positive C°°-function.
2) m(x)/Γ(x+ Vjgoes to 1 as x tends to oo, where T(x) is the gamma function.
3) for any integer k^\y mck\x)/T(x + 2) remains bounded when x tends to oo.
From this lemma ρ(χ)=log m(x) satisfies the conditions i)~iv) for x> 1.
Lemma 6.2. 1) ρ{x) is a C°°-function on x>l.
2) ρ(x) is strictly concave on x> 1.
3) p(x)jxgoes to oo when x tends to oo.
4) for any integer k, pck\x) is estimated by a polynomial of x when x> 1.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. 1) is ovbious.
2Ϊ m(v\ =
{0 pV
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The first term/
x
 is bounded for x>l. On the other hand, as to the second
term /2, we have
ί
°
Here, / 2 1 = Γ ( Λ J + 1 ) , I22 is bounded and /23//2i goes to 0 when x tends to °°.
Thus, we have 2).
3) For any integer k, we have
As to the first term, we have
o e
e
 —\
And the second term is a bounded function of x. This proves 3).
Proof of Lemma 6.2. 1) is obvious.
2) For any a; 0<t f<l , and any x
oy Λ?X> 1, the Holder's inequality shows
r
J_o
Hence, we have m((ί— a)x
o
 + ax1)^m(x0)1~am(x1)a, where the equality is realized
only when x
o
=x1. This shows 2).
3) Since the support of the integrand in the definition of m(x) is not bounded
above, m(x) cannot be estimated by a exponential function eMxf however large
M may be. This shows that the function ρ{x)jx is not bounded above. From
2) of this Lemma, this function ρ(x)/x increases monotonically for sufficiently
large x. Thus, p(x)/x goes to oo as x tends to oo.
4) By the successive calculation we have
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(m(x))k
where P(m, •••, mίky) is a polynomial of (my •••, rrfky) of degree &. SO, by using
the facts 2) and 3) of the previous lemma, we get 4).
Now, we give the counter example announced in § 4.
COUNTER-EXAMPLE. Take p{x)—x log x for x>e, and extended it to x^e
suitably, so that it satisfies the condition i)~iv). Then we have p*(v)=ev~1
for v>2. Now, the function u(x) = e~κx:> is in <5P', and
F
u
(ίη) = Γ e-pcxy**xdx .
Since the integrand is positive, we have
Changing the variable from x to £~*y> we have
By the fact that y logy — y 4-1 K(y — I)2 for 1/2<y <3/2 we have
F
u
(i
η
)>Γe"-ίe-er-1^dye*'"1
Jl/2
ί
-Z2 i iί-\
lβKCi/2)^"1^2
So, it is impossible to get an estimate of the following type:
I FJiη) I ^  C(l + I v I ) " ep*c^ for 77> 3.
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